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Building on the United Nations (UN) Sustainable Development Goals, and the mandate given at the 

Second Phase of the World Summit on the Information Society in Tunis (WSIS), the Internet 

Governance Forum (IGF) is a United Nations led-activity initiated in 2006 as a global platform for multi-

stakeholder policy dialogue on prevailing and emerging issues on Internet governance in order to 

foster the sustainability, robustness, security, stability, and development of the Internet.  

IGF mandate as per Paragraph 72 of the Tunis Agenda 

72. We ask the UN Secretary-General, in an open and inclusive process, to convene, by the second 

quarter of 2006, a meeting of the new forum for multi-stakeholder policy dialogue—called the 

Internet Governance Forum (IGF). The mandate of the Forum is to: 

• Discuss public policy issues related to key elements of Internet governance in order to 

foster the sustainability, robustness, security, stability and development of the Internet; 

• Facilitate discourse between bodies dealing with different cross-cutting international 

public policy issues regarding the Internet and discuss issues that do not fall within the 

scope of any existing body; 

• Interface with appropriate inter-governmental organizations and other institutions on 

matters under their purview; 

• Facilitate the exchange of information and best practices, and in this regard make full use 

of the expertise of the academic, scientific, business, civil society  and technical 

communities; 

• Advise all stakeholders in proposing ways and means to accelerate the availability and 

affordability of the Internet in the developing world; 

• Strengthen and enhance the engagement of stakeholders in existing and/or future 

Internet governance mechanisms, particularly those from developing countries;  

• Identify emerging issues, bring them to the attention of the relevant bodies and the 

general public, and, where appropriate, make recommendations; 

• Contribute to capacity building for Internet Governance in developing countries, drawing 

fully on local sources of knowledge and expertise; 

• Promote and assess, on an ongoing basis, the embodiment of WSIS principles in Internet 

governance processes; 

• Discuss, inter alia, issues relating to critical Internet resources; 

• Help to find solutions to the issues arising from the use and misuse of the Internet, of 

particular concern to everyday users; 

• Publish its proceedings. 

The mandate of Internet Governance Forum was put in place initially for a five year duration; 2006 in 

Greece, 2007 in Brazil, 2008 in India, 2009 in Egypt, and 2010 in Lithuania. Following the first five years 

successful mandate of IGF the international community requested for extension to another five years, 

which started in Kenya in 2011. 



The 7th East African Internet Governance Forum took place as from 17th to 18th October 2019 the 

theme of the forum was Achieving Digital Inclusion in East Africa. The Forum was hosted by the East 

African Community Secretariat under the Directorate of Information and Communication Technology. 

This was also the first time the forum was hosted by the United Republic of Tanzania since inception 

in the year 2008 under the auspices of the Internet Society Tanzania Chapter. 

More than 100 participants from the six East Africa Partner States Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, 

Uganda and South Sudan participated in the Forum. The meeting was also streamed on the Internet 

Courtesy of the Internet Society. The theme for the forum and discussion topics were crowdsourced 

from the six partner states using the National Focal points and various social media tools for purposes 

of inclusivity. 

A mixture of presentations and panel sessions were used to discuss various issues affecting Internet 

Access, penetration and usage in East African countries. The forum commenced with an introductory 

session facilitated by the East African Internet Governance Forum coordinator Lillian Nalwoga and the 

Senior Internet Governance Expert at the Policy and Regulatory Initiative for a Digital Africa (PRIDA 

Project) Dr. Margaret Nyambura.  The Policy and Regulatory Initiative for a Digital Africa Focal Point 

for the East African Region Engineer Daniel Murenzi also addressed participants. The panel highlighted 

the fact that the East African Internet Governance Forum had not been held since 2015 due to a myriad 

of challenges ranging from lack of local hosts to legitimacy issues. It was noted that under the 

framework for the Policy and Regulatory Initiative for a Digital Africa which sought to strengthen 

National and Regional For a, it had been possible to organize the 6th East African Internet Governance 

Forum. 

Other important sessions included Presentation of the 2019 National Internet Governance Fora 

reports. Kenya, South Sudan and Tanzania gave a highlight of key issues discussed during their National 

Internet Governance For a. Burundi , Rwanda and Uganda gave an update of ongoing processes meant 

to revitalize their National Internet Governance For a and make them more inclusive.  

A special session was held with members of the East African Legislative Assembly EALA. The objective 

of the session was to brief the members of the legislative assembly on key issues affecting Internet 

Governance in the Region as well as urge them to take up their rightful role as Internet Governance 

champions. Two member of the East African Legislative Assembly were able to attend the session. A 

parallel session that discussed multistakeholderism in Internet Governance in the East African Region 

also took place. 

Access to the Internet beyond connectivity was also discussed. Two Infrastructure service providers 

Facebook and basic Internet showcased some of the initiatives they were piloting in the East African 

Region to ensure meaningful usage of the Internet. They also highlighted some of the challenges they 

were facing as they rolled out connectivity to Communities in East Africa ranging from policy to digital 

literacy issues. 

The Youth had a well attended session that sought to strengthen their collaboration in the Region. 

They created a Communication platform through which they would share capacity building and 

mentorship opportunities in the Region. 



Smart ICT Regulatory Frameworks were also discussed in light of increased reliance on Internet 

products and services to provide government services and business services in the Region. This was 

followed by a session that sought to interrogate how the East African Region was preparing itself for 

the 4th Industrial Revolution. 

Data Protection and Privacy in the East African Region was also discussed. It was observed that only 

one country had legal and legislative frameworks while the rest were still in the process of developing 

their frameworks. Panelists and discussants observed that there was need for Data Protection and 

Privacy frameworks to protect the nascent Electronic Commerce industry in the East African Region. 

Digital Taxation in East Africa was also discussed. Panellists and discussants reviewed the state of play 

in the East African Region and observed that the approach used to implement digital taxation had 

affected Internet uptake and electronic commerce in the East African Region negatively. Panelists and 

participants agreed that there was need for engagement and capacity building for policy makers to be 

able to understand how emerging technologies such as over the top services (OTT’s) operate. 

For the first time 20 deaf and blind participants joined the forum and highlighted the fact that Internet 

Governance deliberations needed to consider stakeholders living with various disabilities. Participants 

were encouraged to ensure that technological developments took cognisance of the important 

stakeholder group and that organizers needed to be deliberate and intentional about involving 

stakeholders living with disabilities in policy conversations. 

The East African Internet Governance Forum would not have been possible without the support of the 

Africa Union Commission through the Policy and Regulatory Initiative for a Digital Africa (PRIDA), The 

East African Community Secretariat - Directorate of Information and Communications Technology, 

GIZ, Facebook, the Africa Network Information Centre (AFRINIC), the Internet Society (ISOC) and the 

Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN).  


